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“Branching Out” Necklace
As seen on the cover of our 2006 Summer
Supplement & gemstone ad series

Created by:  Mary Morton

Tools: Crimping pliers,
Flush cutters,
Chain-nose pliers,
Round-nose pliers,
Igolochkoy threader

Note: This piece is two separate necklaces, with the chain necklace being
the longest of the two. Adjust the length of the cupolini necklace by
adding approx. 10” to create a set that will hang as shown.

To make the pendant:
1.  The Baltic amber bead is drilled horizontally and vertically, as well as having a final hole drilled directly through its center.
Following the pattern shown in the picture, use your long needle to string through both side holes, securing beads by looping through a
seed bead for each side.

2.  Add the cupolini bead with an amber chip and seed bead to the front, then secure a knot at the back of the bead. We recommend
adding a drop of glue to the knot for security.

3.  Finally, slide your amber pendant bead onto the fancy head pin, add a few beads for extra embellishment, then use your round-nose
pliers to create a loop.

To make the amber and coral necklace:
1.  Begin with approx. 17” of Beadalon. String one crimp bead and one stardust bead. Loop your Beadalon back through both beads,
and crimp.

2. String beads in the pattern shown (one amber round, ten cupolini-style beads, one amber round, etc.) until you have strung 50
cupolini beads and five amber rounds.

Suggested Materials
Qty. Stock Name
1 #22-221-8 Double-drilled loose "amber"
1 str. #22-242 Baltic amber chips
4 #20-128-0041 Toho Treasures, white
12 #20-128-0557 Toho Treasures, gold
16.5” #61-848-10 49-strand Beadalon® wire
2 #24-944 Sterling stardust roller beads
2 #41-256-02-3 Crimp tubes, size 2
1 str. #20-565 Cupolini-style white coral
10 #49-998-04-AS Turkish-style spacer
1 #37-562 Fancy sterling head pins
1 str. #21-888-122 Round gemstone, amber
1 str. #21-000-052-67 Egg-shaped bead, natural agate
1 #50-224 Sterling silver oval rollo chain
1 #50-968 Gold-filled oval cable chain
2 #37-807 Sterling silver eye pins
5 #37-912 Gold-filled eye pins
5 #37-315 Gold-filled jump rings
1 #39-525 Spring ring clasp
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To make the amber and coral necklace (cont.):
3.  Add a Turkish spacer, three amber chips, one amber round bead, another spacer, one amber round, three amber chips, and a final
spacer. Add four pieces of cupolini and another spacer, then slide on your pendant.

4.  Continue to string your pattern from the pendant up, for the other side of the necklace. Repeat the same patterns from step 2 and 3,
Start with step 3 and remember to reverse that order. Crimp your remaining end and attach a spring ring clasp.

To make the silver and gold chain necklace:
1.  First create five bead links and five bead dangles: Using your eye pins, alternate five seed beads and three cupolini beads for a total
of three links.  Using eye pins, alternate two seed beads, and one egg-shaped gemstone for a total of two bead links. For the bead
dangles, use a gold-filled eye pin, slide a round amber bead onto the eye pin so that the “eye” is at the top of the bead. Gently wrap the
remaining wire so that it forms a nice “swirl” up and around the bead and wrap the remaining wire just under the eye.

2.  Cut 11 ring-links from the gold necklace.  Leave these rings connected to one another, and cut the adjacent rings on the necklace so
that all 11 rings are intact and none are cut.

3.  Assemble the necklace. Approx. 6.5” down from the sterling clasp of the necklace chain, use a jump ring to attach the gold link
rings. Attach on both sides of the sterling chain, in the same position.

4.  Approx. 10 links down (roughly 1.5”) from the gold ring cut the silver chain. Attach one side of a cupolini link and re-attach the
remaining sterling chain to the other side of the link. Repeat for the opposite side of the necklace.

5.  Find your center.  From the links you’ve just added, you should be able to locate the center of your remaining chain.  You’ll want
to cut at this area, and attach the third cupolini link (to hang at the center).

6.  In the same manner, attach the egg-shaped gemstone links between your two side cupolini links and your center link.

7.  Finally, using your gold-filled jump rings, attach each amber dangle to the second, fourth, sixth, eighth, and tenth gold chain ring.

Connecting both necklaces:
You can connect both sections by simply removing the clasp from the amber and coral necklace and attaching both ends to the sterling
chain with jump rings.

TIP: Connecting multi-strand necklaces together will help keep all necklaces aligned correctly when you are wearing them. If you’d
like to keep each piece separate, simply leave the spring ring clasp on the amber necklace. For a “quicker” way, use the spring ring
clasp instead of a jump ring to attach the necklace to the chain.


